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FOREWORD 
THE Class of 1933 of the Newark College of Engineering presents, in the following pages, its year book. We did not call this portfolio by the time honored and tra-
ditional name of "Kem-Lec-Mek", as insufficient funds prevented our publishing 
a book that would meet the high standards set by previous classes. We do not apolo-
gize, but rather we are proud to feel that we have done our best in issuing a book that 
is not only in keeping with the times, but also furnishes a remembrance that the 
members of the class can carry with them in later years of prosperity and success. 
It is hoped that those not familiar with the class will judge this book not by its size 
but by the contents and the motive behind it. 
At this point the editor wishes to express his thanks for the splendid cooperation 
given by every member of the staff, not only those who were actively engaged in the 
publication, but also the following men who were elected but whose help was not 
needed due to the diminished size of the book: 
Assistant Business Manager 	 JAMES W. McEWAN 
Assistant Photo Editor 	 CARL A. OHLSON 
Art Editor 	 ERNEST EVANGELISTA 
Assistant Art Editor 	 ALBERT W. ULLMANN 
Circulation Manager 	 CHARLES H. DUURSEMA 
Assistant Circulation Manager 	 HERBERT S. CLOSE 
Advertising Manager 	 CHARLES N. STOBER 
Assistant Advertising Manager 	 MONROE SELIGMAN 
CLASS HISTORY 
ONE warm September Monday in 1929 a group of some one hundred and forty boys adorned with green ties and caps were being escorted through the center of Newark. Who were they? Ah! it was the class of "33", the freshman of 
N. C. E. being officially welcomed by the sophs. 
By Friday of our second week of school the football team of "33" was sure of 
the victory in the sophomore-freshman tussle. Alas! that victory never came and 
white socks still appeared on the downtrodden freshmen. 
Under the guiding hand of Dean Bradley we passed through our first year in 
comparative tranquility, although we suffered a considerable shrinkage in numbers. 
In September 1930 our reception committee greeted the incoming freshmen in 
great style. This was followed by a victory for "33" in the annual football game with 
the freshmen. 
Then came the first of our more serious tasks. The selection of our faculty advisor. 
The class unanimously elected Professor Koskarian for the service and we wish to thank 
him for the wise counsel he has so willingly given us. 
About the middle of the first semester of the sophomore year several members 
of "33" attended a class theater party at the Schubert Theatre in Newark. Those 
attending agreed that they thoroughly enjoyed the performance of, "The Vagabond 
King." 
During the Christmas vacation the great event of the year took place, our own 
Sophomore Hop. The scene of the Hop was Campbell Gymnasium which was trimmed 
in maroon and gold for the occasion. A goodly crowd attended as this was in pre-
depression days. So ended the first half of our career at N. C. E. 
The second half was ushered in by a get-together banquet at Thomas's restaurant 
in September of 1931. Plans for the junior year were discussed and also the summer 
experiences of those present. 
On the evening of the second Friday of the school year smoke in huge clouds 
could be seen pouring from Walnut Hall in East Orange. Yes! it was the Junior smoker 
and what a smoker it was. 
Then came what is perhaps the greatest achievement of the class of "33". The 
The publication of eight page Technicians for the entire year during which we man-
aged and financed the paper. 
Another important event occurred on February 20, 1932, when the class of "33" 
made its debut in formal circles at the Junior Prom, held in the Hotel Winfield Scott 
of Elizabeth. Although all who attended looked forward with pleasure toward the 
similar event of our senior year, the Senior Ball, we were not permitted to hold the 
ball because of the adverse financial conditions. 
And so with only half of those who started the voyage left, and that remaining 
half no longer boys but men; thanks to the earnest efforts of the faculty, the adminis-
tration, and time; we offer as our parting contribution this book which will help us to 




A MESSAGE TO THE CLASS OF 1933 
ONE of the finest things that the year just passed has brought to this College is the spirit of cooperation that has characterized the relations of the student 
body with the Faculty and the Administration. 
A definite attempt has been made to keep all men of capacity and aptitude in 
College provided their work and character seemed to indicate that they were alive 
to the obligations and responsibilities of Engineering as a profession. To do this and 
provide the consequent financial help has been quite a task involving many thousands 
of dollars. To in some measure provide work for our cooperative students in a time 
when jobs were scarce and so sorely needed by head of families has been another 
problem that has proved exceedingly troublesome.  
To solve them required something in the nature of real cooperation and that it has 
come so whole heartedly speaks well for the maturity and sense of proportion of those 
we like to call College men. 
At a time when it has been necessary to sacrifice all along the line you of 1933 
have made your full share of sacrifices and have, as you should, led the student body 
in a fine spirit of cooperation. 
This Year Book is a splendid example of that spirit. Judged by the number of 
pages, and perhaps by other standards which traditionally govern such publications, 
it may fall short of others which have preceded it. 
Judged by the broader and deeper standards of men who have a sense of proper 
proportion and the ultimate fitness of things its spirit could not be better. 
That you as students should be willing to cut down on those things which are not 
absolutely necessary, that you with the College and the world at large should econo-
mize in every possible way is highly desirable. But that you have done it with this 
book and followed the same policy with your social functions, that you have led the 
way for the whole of our student body marks you as men of not only maturity but of 
courage as well. 
Perhaps those outside college circles fail to realize how dear all these things are 
to college men and what a part they are of college life. But to those of us who know 
you and who have known many classes and seen many Year Books this one will lead 
the way as a sincere and courageous step, a constructive piece of work stressing the 
proper values in a difficult time. 
And most important to all of us who have at heart your broader education it 
shows a splendid spirit of cooperation and helpfulness. Higher than this spirit educa-




MY EXPERIENCE WITH THE CLASS OF 1933 
MAKING statements of my experience with a Class is identical with a character-ization of that class from a certain viewpoint. Class characterization, however, 
has the logical weakness of being invalidated by the existence of a single indi-
vidual who may be lacking the specified general characteristics. 
Logical consistency, therefore, puts me under obligation to admit that there were 
a few members in this class who might not fit in my characterization. 
My experience with this class has been of the nature of experimentation on a 
small scale into a vital problem of our age: the possibility of coexistence of individual-
ism and cooperationalism. Can such apparently two contradictory characteristics 
coexist in the same group of individuals? My experience, as class-advisor, with this 
unusual class justifies an answer in the affirmative. The Class of 1933 asked and took 
very little advice. There always seemed to occur a clash of diverse viewpoints, opin-
ions, ideas, irreconcilable plans regarding class matters. Yet, in a seemingly hopeless 
situation, problems were solved, differences harmonized, and important business done 
peacefully, amicably. Individual wills finally gave place to group will, individual con-
viction subserved group welfare. Individualism and cooperationalism worked hand in 
hand in the face of necessity. 
The Class of 1933 typified in a great measure President Cullimore's ideals of 
education, standards of manhood, and criterion of character. To President Cullimore, 
if I interpret him correctly, education has meant individualation, manhood has meant 
responsible independence, character has meant the capacity for the maximum cooper-
ative responsibility. Education, manhood, and character understood as such, were 
strikingly manifested in the general conduct of this class. 
The Class of 1933 manifested a good deal of intelligence, challenging at and yet 
respectful of authority, inquisitive, and interested in modern scientific ideas. This 
class was composed of genuine modern youth. It was my pride and pleasure to stop, 
right in the middle of explanation of the underlying principles of Newtonian mechanics, 
by request of a member of this class, and give a brief exposition of some features of 
non-Newtonian mechanics, to discuss Einstein and Relativity. It was a pleasure to me 
to be relentlessly pursued by some members of this class to recommend books on 
Relativity, Logic, and Philosophy. 
The Newark College of Engineering offers a fine example, through the 1933 class, 
of the possibility, by means of wisely chosen educative processes, of developing youth 
strongly individualistic yet pliable, submissive to the necessities of the group and 
working in harmony to the still larger interests of the human society. 
To the Class of 1933, my only worth while advice may be this: Carry on to the 
country at large that splendid spirit of unity of purpose in a diversity of viewpoint. 




ROBERT D. BAILEY 
 ΑΚΠ 
246 Harrison Ave., 
Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: F. Ferguson and 
Son. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Section 
Representative, 3, 4. 
Our jovial friend, Bob, hails from the 
hills of Hasbrouck Heights. His outstand-
ing characteristics are a rugged phy-
sique, hardened by work at Ferguson's 
Foundry, supplemented by a dogged de-
termination to master every problem 
that comes his way. His reports have 
outstanding characteristics. Occasion-
ally, he submits some that are typewrit-
ten and faintly perfumed — hence we 
know that he doesn't spend all of his 
time studying. We know that long be-
fore we have forgotten his outspoken 
manner and pointed humor, he will again 
force himself upon our attention by 
making himself the acknowledged master 
of the marine industry. 
"Hally" "H.W." 
HALSTED W. BAKER, JR. 
ΑΚΠ  
9 Hillside Ave., Chatham, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Intermural Basketball, I, 2; 
Radio Club, I, 2; A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Baker is one of the few fellows on the 
campus that will give you a cigarette 
without giving you an argument about 
it first. Hally hails from Chatham, the 
town where men are men, and women 
are darned glad of it. Hally always has 
a kind word and a smile ready to help 
pass over a tight situation. Women are 
passe to Baker ever since he met a cer-
tain someone in East Orange. Baker is 
no Einstein, nor is he a Steinmetz, but 
he is a plugger, and for that reason he 
deserves more credit than if he were a 
prodigy. To Baker we say: may all the 
business world realize your capabilities, 




ROBERT ELMER BARCLAY 
ΑΚΠ 
346 20th Ave., Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: New Jersey Mo-
tor Vehicle Department. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Secre-
tary A. S. C. E., 3; Vice-President, 
A. S. C. E., 4; Class Secretary, 4; 
Junior Prom Committee, 3; Class 
Basketball, I, 2, 3. 
"Barc" is not the forward, boasting 
type, and during the first part of his col-
lege life, not much was heard from him. 
However, the men who know him realize 
that in him they have a life-long friend. 
What, no woman? Somehow or other 
we believe that there are some phases 
of this subject which our good friend 
has not told us about. "Barc" is the type 
of fellow others like to know as a friend, 
and this, together with his ability as a 
student, practically assures him of suc
cess in his chosen profession. 
"Joe" 
JOSEPH S. BODJO 
595 South Belmont Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
"Joe" entered N. C. E. as a sopho-
more, having successfully completed the 
necessary prerequisites in the Newark 
Technical School. During that year, he 
succeeded in attracting attention by ap-
pearing in a classroom invariably just 
after the bell. As time wore on, how-
ever, this habit gradually disappeared, 
until it became no longer surprising to 
see him arrive five minutes early. In all 
seriousness, his intimate friends can 
vouch for his magnanimity and unselfish-
ness. We feel that we can safely pre-
dict a successful future for him. 
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"Joe" 
JOSEPH BOROWSKI, JR. 
ΦΣΩ 
92 Tenth St., Passaic, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Sophomore Hop Committee, 
2; Class Treasurer, 3; Freshman 
Class Reception Committee, 2; 
American Society of Civil Engineers, 
2, 3, 4. 
After knowing Joe for four years it 
should be easy to disclose his good and 
bad characteristics to the waiting world. 
Joe's favorite class is Co-Ordination. 
His pet expression, "Where I used to 
work," fits into every argument and he 
gets into all of them. Although he takes 
his arguments seriously, he never car-
ries them out of the class, so it is a 
point worth mentioning that he is one of 
the friendliest men on the campus. His 
activities with the fair sex seem to take 
up all his spare time. A certain damsel 
in Passaic evidently keeps Joe under 
control. Maybe he has "stepped off", 
who knows? If he carries his serious, am-
bitious qualities with him when he leaves 
N. C. E., we are sure of his success. 
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"Marsh" 
MARSHALL J. BREEN 
ΦΣΩ 
75 Grove St., Elizabeth, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Singer Manufac-
turing Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., I, 2, 3, 4; Tech-
nician, 3; Junior Prom Committee, 
3; Student Council, 4; Freshman 
Rules Committee, 2; Junior Smoker 
Committee, 3. 
Marsh, the marshal of all campus dis-
cussions, the best-dressed man of the 
college. To look at Marsh one would 
think that he was the model for College 
Humor pictures. Marsh is the only Sen-
ior that can claim the distinction of 
never having been termed "the mechanic 
type" by any of his colleagues; although 
he has in the last two years been labeled 
C. G. We have concrete proof to the 
fact that Marsh is a gentleman; he pre-
fers blondes, especially one particular 
blonde. The only black mark we find to 
spoil Breen's clean record is the fact that 
he comes from that illiterate town of 
Elizabeth, the home of racketeers. Marsh, 
N. C. E.'s most perfect male, he doesn't 
drink, smoke or swear. As to Marsh's 
future success, we have no doubt, for 




8 Summit Ave., Chatham, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Glee Club, 1 , 2; Glider Club, 
I , 2; A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
This bashful young man comes from 
the aristocratic district known as Chat-
ham. This does not, however, necessarily 
make Frank an aristocrat. Rumor has it 
that our friend aspires to be another 
Paderewski. Unfortunately, because of 
his modest nature, he has not given us 
the opportunity to hear him demonstrate 
his knowledge of the more celebrated 
works of Brahms, Bach, Beethoven and 
Berlin. Inasmuch as Frank had to com-
mute to college, he was not able to par-
ticipate in many of the extra-curricular 
activities. We are certain, however, that 
were it not for this handicap he would 
have become a more conspicuous figure 
on the campus. 
"Herb" 
HERBERT S. CLOSE 
ΒΑΘ  
Trunnion 
22 Netherwood Ave., Plainfield, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering, Essex County Park 
Commission. 
Activities: Photo Club, I ; Year Book, 4; 
A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
The distinguished young man whose 
picture appears above is none other than 
Herb, another Plainfielder who chose 
N. C. E. as his Alma Mater. He took Civil 
Engineering because he wanted to build 
bridges in South America, but his first 
job was tramping in the mud of Branch 
Brook Park. Nevertheless, he still has 
hopes, and judging from his fine start 
here, it will not be very long before he 
realizes his ambition. Herb has never 
been seen in the company of a female by 
any of his classmates, but the Civil's traf-
fic survey has brought out the fact that 
Herb is very able to pick out a nice-look-
ing girl when he sees one—so I suppose 
his education has been a success. 
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"Jim" 
JAMES J. COAKLEY 
Trunnion 
448 Monroe Ave., Elizabeth, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 4. 
Jim should go far in the field of engi-
neering. He has common sense, person-
ality, and ability to air his views clearly. 
He is a stickler for detail. If a point is 
not perfectly clear to him, he will dig at 
it until it is so. We believe he has upon 
several occasions established an undis-
puted record for speed in preparing re-
ports and outlines. His short-cut methods 
apparently have produced good results. 
There is one thing, however, that has 
caused him no end of difficulty, and that 
is the construction of vector diagrams 
These problems have led to several very 
interesting arguments in which Jim would 
stand his ground against the remainder 
of the class. On some points he still 
thinks he is right, but so do we! 
"Al" 
ALFRED W. COMINS 
Trunnion 
435 John St., Plainfield, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4: Class Treas-
urer, 4. 
This shy boy was one of the "Plainfield 
Trio" that the cooperative system sepa-
rated in the Junior year. He is a promi-
nent figure in the classroom with his 
greased log-log slide rule, but we have 
seen little of him at school functions. Some 
of his friends have seen indications of his 
stepping out in the near future. How 
about it, Al? We hope that his work 
at N. C. E. is a barometer to the future 
endeavors of this engineer, who has 
gained much of his knowledge on the 
rails of the C. R. R. of N. J. 
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"Fred" 
FREDERICK M. COPPERSMITH 
88 Isabella Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Fred has done more for the stockhold-
ers of Public Service during the last four 
years than any member of the senior class. 
Every morning and evening he deposits 
the usual fare in the coin box of the 
South Orange car. He hails from the 
notorious "Third Ward" of Newark, where 
men are men and politicians are post-
graduates of the celebrated penal institu-
tion ''up the river". As a parting shot, 
let it be said that if his life after gradua-
tion is as well balanced as that during the 
past four years, Copper should experi-
ence very little difficulty in the profession 
that he has chosen. 
"Al" 
ALBERT H. DABB 
26 W. Curtis St., Linden, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Motor Vehicle 
Department, Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club, 
2, 3; Chess Club, 4; Radio Club, I , 2. 
This, ladies and gentlemen, is none 
other than A. "Basil" Dabb, the big poli-
tician from Linden. His house is between 
that of the Mayor and the Chief of Police. 
He came here to try his hand at civil en-
gineering, having had experience along 
such lines with his uncle. His interest, 
however, is not entirely centered on this 
branch of engineering, for he spends 
much of his time talking to the other side 
of the world via DX radio. The sweet 
young things from Westfield and N. J. C. 
also occupy considerable time. Al is quiet, 
but he has the necessary qualifications of 
a good engineer. 
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"Ged" 
GEORGE ELMER DANALD 
ΒΑΘ 
915 Maple Ave., South Plainfield, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: United Color 
Pigment Co., N. C. E.; Newark Col-
lege of Engineering. 
Activities: Executive Chairman A. A., 2; 
Vice-President A. A., 3; Vice-Presi-
dent Chemical Society, 3; President 
Chemical Society, 3; President Class, 
4; Vice-President Class, 3; Vice-
President Class, 2; Student Council, 
2, 3, 4; Cheer Leader, 2, 3; Manager 
Visitors' Day, '33. 
If you meet someone who knows what 
he's talking about; who can do what he 
says, and does it with a smile, that's 
George Danald. He is right at the top 
and deserves the place. A little thing like 
missing the last train home might seem 
disturbing to others, but not to Ged; he 
missed it regularly just to do his share (?) 
in nearly every campus activity. This year 
ought to be a memorable one for him. 
Besides getting the "piece of paper with 
the ribbon on it," he found the girl of his 
dreams, and travels to a little village in 
the Orange Mountains just as regularly 
as he missed his trains. It's a sure bet 
that the "inventor" and "lunch room 
magnate'' will make a name for himself 
in any man's country. 
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"Bill" "Eaton" 
WILLIAM E. DANDRIDGE 
 
ΒΑΘ 500 Garden St., Hoboken, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering, New Jersey Dept. of 
Motor Vehicles. 
Activities: Junior Prom Committee, 3; 
Year Book, 4; Student Council, 3, 4; 
Student Relations Committee, 4; A. 
S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Vice-President A. S. 
C. E., 3; Athletic Council, 3, 4; Vice-
President Athletic Council, 3; Inter-
class Basketball, I , 2, 3; Interclass 
Football, I , 2; Interclass Baseball, I, 
2; Wrestling, I ; Varsity Track, I , 2; 
Varsity Basketball, 4. 
Here at Newark College of Engineer-
ing men are judged by two things—what 
they are and where they come from. 
Coming from Hoboken, Bill certainly had 
what is considered a serious handicap in 
making a name for himself. However, 
Bill's achievements along scholastic, ath-
letic and social lines have gone a long 
way in proving our unfairness in judging 
a fellow just because he hails from Ho-
boken. We are sure that he is slated for 
success after leaving here, concentrating 
his efforts on sweet young things and also 
on taming mountain streams in the South 
American Andes. 
"Andy" 
ANDREW L. DOBROVICH 
Trunnion 
22 Fabyan Pl., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 3, 4. 
When the Class of 1930 of Newark 
Tech left the time honored portals, there 
was one young man by the name of 
Andy who had not had enough punish-
ment. "This college course is a cinch", 
he said, "so I am going to pass it". Well, 
he passed it all right; as a matter of fact, 
he passed it marvelously. But as far as 
the "cinch" is concerned—Oh Boy!—
just ask him and find out! Andy is one of 
the rare men who works with ridiculous 
care. His slide rule work is not only 
99 44/100% correct, but 100% perfect. 
What a man! Aside from that he is fond 
of management, finance and economics; 
what an ideal future engineer! Here is 
more power to him. 
"Chuck" 
CHARLES H. DUURSEMA 
ΑΚΠ 
177 Lafayette Ave., Hawthorne, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark Gear 
Cutting Co.; Newark College of En-
gineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Class Sec-
retary, 3; Year Book, 4. 
Although "Chuck" is here earning his 
B.S. degree, he has already received a 
C.G. His only salvation from being a sec-
ond Fritts is his desire to go out a few 
times during the month. Outside this 
malady, "Chuck" is one of the best liked 
fellows in the class. He is always ready 
to help anyone and is always looked upon 
as an authority in our work. Even though 
Chuck loses sleep sitting up so late, he 
always has a cheery "Good Morning" for 
everyone, and we are sure that those of 
us who may never see him again will have 
lost a fine friend. 
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"AI" 
C. ALFRED ENANDER 
244 First St., Dunellen, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
Here is the Adonis of the Twilight sec-
tion, free(?), white, and handsome, heart 
breaker and car wrecker, the man who is 
always "right". His nightly drive from 
Dunellen is quite a ride to take in the in-
terests of higher education. Nevertheless 
Al finds time to drop over to New York 
City or Philadelphia weekends, but it 
seems as if Philly has the greater attrac-
tion for our compatriot. Al would oc-
casionally fall behind on his assignments, 
but he would invariably come through on 
time because he is one man that can work 
up till four A. M. and like it. This char-
acteristic is probably due to his associa-
tion with one James J. Coakley, another 
bright figure in the Twilight section. 
"Ernie" 
ERNEST L. EVANGILISTA 
∆ΣΖ  
138 Garside St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: American Society of Civil En-
gineers, 2, 3, 4; Glider Club, 2, 3. 
An artist passes! Ernie can truly be 
termed an artist for his skill can be appre-
ciated if one should glance through his 
notebooks. To Ernie goes the fur-lined 
mustache cup for having the most pleas-
ing personality of our class. Never once 
in four years of college is there any record 
of his ever getting cross. Ernie is too 
quiet for his own welfare; while others are 
proudly proclaiming their merits Ernie is 
quiet and therefore receives no credit 
for his many achievements. Ernie's ster-
ling qualities have not been realized by 
many, so here's hoping they will be appre-
ciated in the business world. 
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"Bob" 
ROBERT M. ERSKINE 
ΦΣΩ  
39 Third St., Weehawken, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Glider 
Club, I. 
Bob came to N. C. E. four years ago 
from the little town of Weehawken—you 
recall the name? That's right! a suburb 
of Hoboken. Look closely and you will see 
that pronounced shock of silver (sterling, 
too) so becomingly stranded in the fore-
part of his black curly hair. All of Bob's 
qualities cannot be expressed in the pic-
ture. He possesses a personality second 
to none and a willingness that is remark-
able. From the foregoing it is apparent 
that Bob's success as a Civil Engineer lies 
within himself. Go to it, Bob! 
"Ken" 
KENNETH C. FINLAYSEN 
62 Leslie St., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Kieb's Color & 
Pigment Corp., Newark. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4. 
Introducing Kenneth C. Finlaysen, our 
young multimillionaire from East Orange. 
He rode into school quite unassumingly 
as a frosh in a Cadillac (of course it wasn't 
new since 1923), and is leaving us in a 
new Nash (at least it was new in 1927) 
quite as unassumingly. What's that they 
say about changing horses in the middle 
of a stream? But it hasn't done Ken any 
harm, as we can see by his grades. 
But, speaking seriously, from the way 
he's been getting raises down at Du 
Pont's, he must put his knowledge to good 
use. Take care, Mr. Du Pont, Ken may be 
after your job. 
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"Howard" 
HOWARD JEROME FINLEY 
N. T. S. F. 
29 West Lane, Short Hills, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Essex County 
Highway Department. 
Activities: Civil Club, 3, 4. 
Here is a man destined to succeed. 
His undaunted determination to see it 
through can readily be appreciated when 
one learns that Howard was the first to 
graduate (both individual and class) from 
the Civil Engineering Branch of the New-
ark Technical School. A practical view 
shows every indication of accomplish-
ment. Evidences of this fact is presented 
to us in the form of bridges, roads, and 
drainage works throughout Essex County, 
which were designed by this Essex County 
Highway Engineer. Like most twilight 
men, Howard's athletic activities are 
amazingly inconspicuous; however, it is a 
known fact that prior to Howard's wedded 
beginning, he attended Bill Brown's train-
ing camp for prize-fighters. It has been 
stated that "Marriage is an institution—
so is Sing Sing". 
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"Harry" 
HARRY A. FREDERICK 
Trunnion 
399 Lincoln Ave., Orange, N. J. 
Course : Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Public Service 
Testing Laboratory. 
Activity: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
"A man's a man who knowing life is meant 
For work, for work's own sake, works on content". 
This couplet is a fitting introduction to 
a short resume of Harry's past decade, 
inasmuch as it expresses the underlying 
principles that have brought honors to 
him in his studies, and should be har-
bingers of success in his professional life. 
Graduating from a Jersey City high 
school in 1921, Harry started his college 
days (or more properly, college nights) 
at New York University. But, then some-
thing or somebody entered the young fel-
low's life that caused him to take up his 
abode in the good old City of Orange. 
Still determined to get his degree, Harry 
then came to Newark as a member of the 
twilight section. The rest we all know. 
"Abner" "Dingleberry" 
STEWARD S. FRITTS 
Trunnion 
99 Bullman St., Phillipsburg, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Edison Cement 
Corporation. 
Activities: Interclass Basketball, 1 2; 
Glider Club, 1 , 2; Rifle Club, 2; A. 
S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
A raw country lad from the metropolis 
of western New Jersey, better known as 
Phillipsburg, came to N. C. E. early in the 
fall of 1929. He had one desire and that 
was to get his degree and become a big 
cement man. For three years his desire, 
which caused him to burn the midnight 
oil and draw pretty colored pictures, gave 
him the title of big chief C. G. But with 
all the "kidding" he has taken, Abner has 
stood up and has shown that he can "take 
it". He has all our bets for his success. 
"Bill" "Gege" 
WILLIAM C. GEGENHEIMER 
69 Watson Ave., West Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Gould & 
Eberhart, Newark College of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 3, 4; Cap and Gown 
Committee, 4; Ring Committee, 4. 
Voices resound in conflict through the 
electrical laboratory. An excited group 
surrounds Bill, who speaks as one con-
vinced of his own authority. At the ap-
proach of opposition he speaks with 
greater exertion as if by mere force of 
vibration to sweep aside, to total dis-
credit the logic of that opposition. There 
is no sport or game known to the mind 
of man that has not paid its toll in injuries 
to this active engineer. To any and all 
of his many girl friends of whom we have 
heard so much we issue this warning: your 
innermost thought is at once apparent to 
this young man upon his inspection of 
your handwriting. Bill received his life- 
time injuries during his four years of 
school including a broken arm, a dislo-
cated shoulder, water on the knee, a 
slashed ankle, and other trivials. There-
fore the Class of Thirty-three wishes Bill 




165 Johnson Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
It is a difficult job to describe briefly 
the many sterling qualities of "Benj". 
He came to N. C. E. from the wilds of 
Newark determined to show the world 
that science is the only thing worth while. 
He had one bad characteristic and that 
was that he always wanted to argue or 
wrestle with anyone who came along. 
He gave up wrestling in order to argue 
the wonders and benefits of Mechanical 
Engineering over any other branch. As 
proof that he will make a good Mechan-
ical Engineer, we have his car which has 
been kept going only through the won-
ders of engineering. 
"Benj" has been very successful in his 
senior year and we do not doubt that he 




64 New St., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Prudential Insur-
ance Co. 
Activities: Track, 1, 2, 3, 4: A. S. C. E., 
2, 3, 4. 
In Eddie we have the complete engi-
neer personified. What more can one 
demand of an engineer or any man for 
that matter than that he be capable, 
quiet, friendly, and handsome? Eddie is 
all that and more. He is also one of the 
few members of the class who have man-
aged to get and hold a job during the 
cooperative periods. There is no telling 
how much of a name Eddie will make for 
himself, because he so seldom talks about 
himself, but unless appearances are de-
ceiving, Eddie is on his way toward being 
a highly successful Civil Engineer. 
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"Bill" 
WILLIAM R. HOFFMAN 
133 Osborne Ter., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering, Motor Vehicle De-
partment. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Here is one of the most genial men in 
the class of '33. Bill has a disposition which 
could not be unpleasant however trying 
conditions might be. His hobbies are 
bridge, tennis, and the movies, in order 
of intent of pursuit. 
Although Bill has most of the qualities 
we like to find in people, he also has his 
shortcomings. Bill is a procrastinator. 
When work is to be passed in, Bill will 
always be found working feverishly to 
finish his on time. It is really too bad that 
Bill's ability to work under pressure should 
not be appreciated. 
He will be remembered by all who 
know him for his agreeable disposition 
and cheery nature. Here is to success 
which we know will be yours. 
"Hitler" 
PAUL O. HOFFMANN 
Trunnion 
724 South 15th St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 3, 4. 
If you ever want to grow a mustache 
between the limits of eighteen and 
twenty-three, the famous mathematician, 
Paul Otto Stanislaus Hoffmann will set up 
for you an equation for its daily growth. 
The reason, we believe, that he cultivates 
this crop lies in the fact that it acts as a 
static eliminator when he sings in the 
choir, giving his voice a very melodious 
effect. Because of his charming person-
ality and impressive superior formality he 
has been a most enjoyable classmate. In 
a very short time he will undertake a very 
hazardous step, and the whole class, par-
ticularly Mutt and Jeff, hopes that his 




MORTIMER E. HULL 
ΑΚΠ  
16 Warrington Pl., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Treasurer, 
A. S. M. E., 2; Secretary, A. S. M. E., 
3; Student Council, 3; Chairman, 
Junior Prom, 3; Business Manager, 
Technician, 3. 
If you were to look up the name of the 
handsome young fellow whose picture 
graces this page in our telephone direc-
tory or "Who's Who in Engineering" you 
would find he carries his degree with him 
and needs no commencement to desig-
nate his profession. Hull, M.E.—the 
spokesman of the mechanical engineers 
of our class, and one of the best all around 
fellows our class has known. Morty is a 
good worker, a ready talker, and a 
reliable friend. In spite of the fact that he 
is the last of a line of four mechanical en-
gineers graduating from the Newark Col-
lege of Engineering, we place our bets on 
Morty for a successful career; go to it, 
Morty. 
"Joo" 
JOSEPH P. KISCH 
N. T. S. F. 
268 Boyden Ave., Maplewood, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 4. 
Diplomatic Joe, a past master of the 
art and technique of class defending, has 
won his way by his ability to present the 
facts that count, and his smoothness in 
putting them over. 
He is also known as a musician of dis-
tinction, his specialty being the Rhapsody 
in Blue. At two o'clock in the morning the 
strains from his piano can be heard by 
those who sleep lightly but not too well. 
It can also be shown that his initial ''P" 
stands for Perruvious (an old Greek god). 
He does not believe, however, that this 
has any effect on his personality. 
He is president of the big three asso-
ciation of class and public defenders and 
is ready to crusade at all times for the 
protection of the just and right. 
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"Charlie" "Kep" 
CHARLES H. KOEPPEL 
ΦΣΩ 
Hamilton Pl., Hackensack, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Baseball, 2; Track, 1 ; Orches-
tra, 1 , 2; Glider Club, 2; Student 
Council, 4; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Charlie is always the center of a group 
of friends. His jovial attitude and good-
natured frankness have made him well-
liked. 
Kep is always interested in school af-
fairs and the A. S. M. E. has found him a 
capable secretary. In our stay here with 
him, he was always in the midst of our 
troubles and joys, and was always willing 
to help where possible. 
Just as Charlie always had a cheery 
word for us all, we in turn wish him the 
best of luck in all his endeavors. 
"Gus" 
GUSTAV KOSCHORRECK 
422 9th St., Fairview, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, and 4; 
Photo Club, I ; Interclass Basketball, 
2 and 4; Forum, I ; Glee Club, I. 
Have you ever wondered what happens 
to child prodigies when they grow up? 
f you have, just consider the strawberry 
blonde whose picture adorns this book; 
le is a perfect example of the boy 
wonder grown older. Gus can do a fifteen 
cage report in as many minutes when he 
works; the trouble is that he seldom 
works. He believes in laboring only when 
le has to; and when he doesn't "Come 
D n , Frank, let's go to the show". 
In spite of this, however, we think that 




ALVIN H. KOPP 
22 Seymour Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering; New Jersey Motor 
Vehicle Department. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Visitors' 
Day Committee, I ; Trunnion Smoker, 
4; Year Book, 4. 
A disarming smile, a pipe in his mouth, 
a ready wisecrack—the genial Al. He was 
the college hellbender, par excellence, 
four years ago. Now see the remarkable 
change effected by the beautiful girls 
in Newark and suburbs. Or possibly the 
Ford with the Kopp processed fender did 
it. In all our college days we never saw 
a better sleeper-in-class. Nevertheless, 
Al's proud boast that in his entire senior 
year he never cut a minute shows his ca-
pabilities and tenacity of purpose. Al was 
a fair student; is a good engineer; and 
always will be a hell of a good fellow. 
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"Frank" 
FRANKLIN C. KRUMENAUX 
180 Lakeside Drive, Nutley, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Glider 
Club, 2, 3; Economic Forum, 4; Bas-
ketball, I ; Football, 2. 
When Frank came to college, he was 
like most young men, desirous of extract-
ing from his studies all that he possibly 
could. Frank's early college history is 
very vague, because of one very impor-
tant reason—he ignored all activities of 
the school life in order that he could 
have sufficient time to prepare his studies. 
Whenever a solution to a mathematical 
equation was needed in a hurry, Frank 
could always be depended upon for some 
kind of an answer. We often wondered 
how a certain Chevvy had managed to 
withstand the many hurried trips between 
Nutley and High Street, Newark. How-
ever, after listening to Frank carefully ex-
plain just how this particular Chevvy ex-
celled all other types of vehicle, our won-
der was much reduced. This lad is an 
example of persistency and we wish him 
all the success that this quality will bring 
him. 
"Miles" 
MILES CHARLES KUNZ 
722 Pennsylvania Ave., Elizabeth, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Weston Electri-
cal Instrument Corp. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 4; A. A. E. 
Miles has achieved his B.S. degree in 
our more mature (and intelligent) group 
known to students as the "twilight sec-
tion". In addition to performing his reg-
ular duties at Weston's and studying in 
the early morning hours, Miles has found 
the time to attend various scientific meet-
ings more or less regularly. It is rumored 
that he would be more regular were it 
not for a certain sweet young friend who 
remains carefully concealed from unat-
tached male students. Miles has our best 
wishes for continued success and progress 
in both his business projects and matri-
monial plans. 
"Kup" 
WILBUR J. KUPFRIAN 
ΑΚΠ  
Trunnion 
158 Kipp Ave., Hasbrouck Heights, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Ramsey and Kent. 
Activities: President of Class, I , 2; Presi-
dent of Photo Club, 1 , 2; Vice-Presi-
dent of Radio Club, I ; Radio Club, 
2; Student Council, 1 , 2 3, 4; Secre-
tary Student Council, 2; President 
Student Council, 4; Editor Techni-
cian, 3; Press Board, 1 , 2; A. S. M. E., 
2, 3, 4; Vice-President A. S. M. E., 3; 
President A. S. M. E., 4; Athletic As-
sociation, 1 , 2; Class Football, 2; 
Glee Club, 1 , 2, 3; Rifle Club, 3; 
Intramural Basketball League, 1 , 
Discussion Forum, 1 . 
Wilbur is the big business man of the 
class. In his four years at the college he 
has probably held more offices than any 
other fellow. A glance at the above list 
of activities will prove that statement. 
A point to be noted is that his scholastic 
work has not suffered because of his in-
terest in other work. Oh, yes! He is a 
radio fan too. Ever hear W2BVA? We 
understand that Kup is going to study law 
after graduating. If he goes into these 
studies with the enthusiasm and ability 
that he has displayed at N. C. E., he can 
be assured of success. We wish you the 
best of luck, old man, and may opportun-





721 West 4th St., Plainfield, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 
A. I. E. E., 4; Vice President A. I. E. 
E.; Student Council, 4. 
''An able man shows his spirit by gentle 
words and resolute actions.”—Chester-
field. With these words of the philoso-
pher and the picture above one may be-
gin to appreciate Len's qualities. His 
friends will remember him for his humor-
ous slant of life, and for his aptitude for 
explaining some of the more elusive the-
ories of electricity. During his coopera-
tive periods in his senior year Len has had 
the opportunity to try out his teaching 
ability, and according to reports, it 
seems that this field is wide open to the 
nonchalent genius from Plainfield. What-
ever branch of the profession he chooses, 
we wish him the most luck and a happy 
life. 
"Bob" 
ROBERT J. MADDISON 
ΒΑΘ 
8 Lincoln Ave., Dover, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3; Glider Club, 
1 , 2, 3; Vice-President Glider Club, 
2; President Glider Club, 3. 
This short, ambitious, young man came 
to N. C. E. from the town of Dover, N. J. 
Dover and its suburbs boast several 
foundries and in one of these Bob spends 
his summers. It was here that he ac-
quired, among other things, his capacity 
for sustained periods of hard work and 
his knowledge of the proper technique 
when chewing tobacco. His foundry ex-
perience also explains his readiness to de-
scribe the intricacies of the cupola upon 
the slightest provocation. 
Bob is known throughout college for 
his pleasant disposition and the energetic 
manner with which he attacks even the 
most difficult tasks. He possesses a nat-
ural quality of perserverance which will 
be of great value to him in future years. 
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"George" 
GEORGE E. MAHER 
N. T. S. F. 
18 Homer Ave., Nutley, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Advertising Manager, 
Fratech; A. S. M. E., 3, 4; Section Rep-
resentative, 1 , 2. 
George came to us at the beginning of 
the Junior year after having completed a 
four year course with the night school. He 
was somewhat disconcerted at the start 
by the wholesale dispensation of the 
homework assignments but adapted him-
self to the conditions in admirable fash-
ion. George possesses many rare virtues, 
perhaps the greatest of which are a gen-
tle disposition and an unassuming mien. 
His work displays a thoroughness and 
neatness characteristic of his habits. A 
well developed sense of humor contri-
butes to his pleasing personality; his con-
servatism and good common sense invite 
respect. George has sold others on his 
sterling qualities; his greater task lies 





5 Virginia Ave., Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering; N. J. Motor Vehicle 
Department. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1 , 2, 3; Football, 2. 
Pomp, the man who can discuss any-
thing from psychology to why Paterson is 
a better city than Newark. Pomp in addi-
tion to leading class and section basket-
ball teams to intra-collegiate titles has 
achieved outstanding success in his class 
work. For four years Pomp has been the 
despair of all speed cops between Pater-
son and Newark, as he rushes from Pater-
son to the aforementioned destination. 
Besides being a terrific driver he is also 
a terrific bridge player and has caused 
the downfall of many would be players. 
Inclined toward the cynical at times, 
Pomp is one of the most affable mem-
bers of the senior class and once his 
friendship has been gained it is rarely 
lost. As a last word we ask Pomp not to 
forget us for we surely won't forget him. 
A fitting epitaph for this write-up is 
"The Last Days of Pompey'". 
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"Mac" 
JAMES W. McEWAN 
ΒΑΘ  
51 Grove Ave., Verona, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4; Interclass 
Basketball, 1; Interclass Baseball, 2; 
President Radio Club, 1 , 2. 
The first thing we can remember about 
Mac around the school is his arrival and 
departure each day in an ancient and 
honorable craft resembling an automo-
bile. From carrying the load of books to 
and from school poor Lizzie died, so now 
Mac patronizes the P. S. Mac has a 
hobby to which he devotes his leisure 
time. It is radio. When there's work to 
be done Mac is there but he doesn't let 
the whole world know about it. He works 
quietly. Some day when Mac has a 
bridge or a tunnel named after him we 
will know that he has begun to advertise 
his work. Good luck to you, Mac. 
"Fred" 
FRED C. MEYER 
N. T. S. F. 
29 Hill St., Paterson, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 4. 
The Class of 1933 herewith presents to 
the alumni a person that will provide them 
with an excuse for bragging. 
Freddy is the big corona man from the 
Cable Company. A "hail-fellow-well-met" 
and a willing worker. He is always willing 
to pass on to his neighbor the fruits of 
his labors (experiments to you). 
It is easy to predict a successful career 
for Freddy. He knows a whole volume of 
so-called "Management Principles" that 
will not work—practically. And Freddy is 
a very practical young man. 
When you are with him you are in good 




JOHN C. W. MITCHELL 
116 Berkeley Ave., Bloomfield, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 3, 4. 
Here we have the expert on Diesel en-
gines. Ask him anything about them, 
Mitchell knows it. Besides that he is one 
of the prominents of the class. The me-
chanical engineering laboratory gives 
ample evidence of his proficiency in ma-
chine construction. How we all love his 
polishing machine when we are far away 
from it. Well, he is the one who con-
structed it. But he is sorry now. Five 
hours of continuous polishing and grind-
ing breaks the best man. But that is all 
over now, and some day we will find ten 
volumes on Diesel engines by J. C. W. 
Mitchell in our library, or will it be ''The 
Principles of Management"? 
"Johnny" 
JOHN C. MONACO 
∆ΣΖ 
 
229 Midland Ave., Kearny, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E.; Student Council, 
4; Basketball, 1 , 2; Baseball, 1, 2. 
This is "Johnny", the smallest man of 
the class, but don't let that fool you. 
John's favorite retort when anyone calls 
him "Shrimp" is: "Dynamite comes in 
small packages too", and that's no mean 
threat. Playing soccer out at Kearny has 
made Johnny a pretty lively fellow. We 
found that out at the inter-class games. 
What John lacked in size, he made up in 
speed during these games. 
Johnny spends much of his time in 
Hillside, we wonder why? 
John was not a mental wizard while at 
N. C. E., but he kept well up in his studies 
and did not become a "five-year man". 




W. ALBERT MOODY, JR. 
Newfoundland, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Gould & Eber-
hardt; Newark College of Engineer-
ing. 
Activities: Class Football, 1 , 2; Class Bas-
ketball, 1 , 2; Class Baseball, 1 , 2 (cap-
tain); Basketball Squad, 1 , 2, 4; Rifle 
Club, 1, 2 (Vice President, 2); A. A. 
Council, 2, 3, 4 (President, 4); Stu-
dent Council, 4; A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; 
Intramural Basketball, 1 , 2, 3, 4. 
"Rube'' came to N. C. E. from Dickin-
son College, yet he still had the marks of 
the country on him. He talked like a hick, 
acted like a hick, and even looked some-
what like a hick, but he goes back home 
really civilized. Al has been very active in 
social life at both college and at the out-
side during his last two years at Newark. 
Al is probably the most natural unassum-
ing man around school. This alone won 
him many friends. His enthusiasm in his 
every endeavor is well known, and be-
cause of this his success in life will be as 
good as it was at N. C. E. 
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"Win" 
JOHN W. MOSS 
21 West Main St., Bergenfield, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: National Oil 
Products Co.; Newark College of 
Engineering. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4. 
"Win", sometimes called the rolling 
stone of Bergenfield, has been commuting 
from that far away settlement for the 
past four years. He will be remembered 
by a few as being a principal in many a 
discussion on the old Hudson and Man-
hattan. Win's inventive genius is as-
tounding. His specialty is bright sayings 
about people. (Ask Frank North.) This 
part of our good friend must have been 
developed by close contact with several 
of his more cynical classmates. As to his 
future, I predict that he will go far in 
his chosen field. This seems only natural 




ROBERT M. ERSKINE 
ΦΣΩ  
39 Third St., Weehawken, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4: Glider 
Club, I. 
Bob came to N. C. E. four years ago 
from the little town of Weehawken—you 
recall the name? That's right! a suburb 
of Hoboken. Look closely and you will see 
that pronounced shock of silver (sterling, 
too) so becomingly stranded in the fore-
part of his black curly hair. All of Bob's 
qualities cannot be expressed in the pic-
ture. He possesses a personality second 
to none and a willingness that is remark-
able. From the foregoing it is apparent 
that Bob's success as a Civil Engineer lies 
within himself. Go to it, Bob! 
"Ken" 
KENNETH C. FINLAYSEN 
62 Leslie St., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Kieb's Color & 
Pigment Corp., Newark. 
Activities: Chemical Society, 2, 3, 4. 
Introducing Kenneth C. Finlaysen, our 
young multimillionaire from East Orange. 
He rode into school quite unassumingly 
as a frosh in a Cadillac (of course it wasn't 
new since 1923), and is leaving us in a 
new Nash (at least it was new in 1927) 
quite as unassumingly. What's that they 
say about changing horses in the middle 
of a stream? But it hasn't done Ken any 
harm, as we can see by his grades. 
But, speaking seriously, from the way 
he's been getting raises down at Du 
Pont's, he must put his knowledge to good 
use. Take care, Mr. Du Pont, Ken may be 
after your job. 
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"Howard" 
HOWARD JEROME FINLEY 
N. T. S. F. 
29 West Lane, Short Hills, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Essex County 
Highway Department. 
Activities: Civil Club, 3, 4. 
Here is a man destined to succeed. 
His undaunted determination to see it 
through can readily be appreciated when 
one learns that Howard was the first to 
graduate (both individual and class) from 
the Civil Engineering Branch of the New-
ark Technical School. A practical view 
shows every indication of accomplish-
ment. Evidences of this fact is presented 
to us in the form of bridges, roads, and 
drainage works throughout Essex County, 
which were designed by this Essex County 
Highway Engineer. Like most twilight 
men, Howard's athletic activities are 
amazingly inconspicuous; however, it is a 
known fact that prior to Howard's wedded 
beginning, he attended Bill Brown's train-
ing camp for prize-fighters. It has been 
stated that "Marriage is an institution—
so is Sing Sing". 
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"Harry" 
HARRY A. FREDERICK 
Trunnion 
399 Lincoln Ave., Orange, N. J. 
Course : Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Public Service 
Testing Laboratory. 
Activity: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
"A man's a man who knowing life is meant 
For work, for work's own sake, works on content". 
This couplet is a fitting introduction to 
a short resume of Harry's past decade, 
inasmuch as it expresses the underlying 
principles that have brought honors to 
him in his studies, and should be har-
bingers of success in his professional life. 
Graduating from a Jersey City high 
school in 1921, Harry started his college 
days (or more properly, college nights) 
at New York University. But, then some-
thing or somebody entered the young fel-
low's life that caused him to take up his 
abode in the good old City of Orange. 
Still determined to get his degree, Harry 
then came to Newark as a member of the 
twilight section. The rest we all know. 
"Carl" "Swede" 
CARL A. OHLSON 
ΒΑΘ 
379 Second Ave., Lyndhurst, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering; Bloomingdale Broth-
ers, Inc., N. Y. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Forum, I ; 
Photo Club, I ; Year Book, 4. 
Carl has won the friendship of every 
member of the class. He is an earnest 
student, and the personification of what 
a friend should be—quiet, helpful and 
loyal. He obtained his primary educa-
tion in his home town of Lyndhurst, his 
secondary education at the Newark Pre-
paratory School, and has completed his 
higher learning at N. C. E. Carl's never 
failing property of asking the right ques-
tion at the wrong time provided much 
amusement for his classmates during this 
last process, but he has the satisfaction 
of knowing that he has completely mas-
tered all of his courses, and is now ready 
to show the world what a good engineer 
really is. 
"Art" 
ARTHUR L. OTTO 
ΦΣΩ  
Trunnion 
23 12th Ave., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Glider Club, I; A. S. C. E., 2, 
3, 4; A. S. C. E. Treasurer, 3; A. S. C. 
E. President, 4; Associate Editor 
Technician, 3; Joint Society Smoker 
Committee, 2, 3; Member Student 
Council, 3, 4. 
"Art" certainly has improved on ac-
quaintance. When he entered four long 
years ago, he was just another hard work-
ing frosh, but now he is a Trunnion mem-
ber. Although the college campus has 
been the scene of most of his activity, a 
certain place at a certain lake has not been 
lonely for him. We just learned a few 
months ago that a certain homey apart-
ment has been open to "Art" and that he 
doesn't get his after-dance coffee in 
Child's any more. But all joking aside, we 
hope that our buddy goes on to graduate 
work because he'll make the grade in a 
big way. Let's hope the girls give him 
time to make it. 
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"Frank" 
FRANK X. O'BRIEN 
ΑΚΠ 
Ogden Ave., West Englewood, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering; New Jersey Motor 
Vehicle Department. 
Activities: Glee Club, 1 , 2; President 
Glee Club, 2; A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Frank came to us from Fordham Uni-
versity in his freshman year and has been 
one of the leading lights on the campus 
ever since. He has a decided flair for 
philosophy and often treats his friends 
to discussions of an intellectual nature. 
In his four years here he has developed a 
strong dislike for C.G.'s, but who can 
hate a man for that? Frank has no use 
for youth. His favorite retort is, "I credit 
that to his extreme youth." Frank is one 
of the few of us who is ready to make 
the big jump after graduation. We know 
you will be a succes at whatever you try, 
Frank, so here is good luck to you. 
"Bert" 
ALBERT V. PAYNE 
242 N. Sixth St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Columbian Laun-
dry. 
Activities: Reportorial Staff of the Tech-
nician, 1 , 2; A. 1. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Glee 
Club, 1, 2, 3; Section Representa-
tive, 4; Chairman Class Ring Com-
mittee, 4. 
Bert is a man who believes in getting 
the most out of life. Because he finds en-
joyment in esthetic subjects, such as music, 
art, drama, religion and Socialism, he has 
been an active member of the college 
forum and Glee Club. His words of wis-
dom are a great source of wonder to the 
Juniors in the Coordination classes. Bert 
has a cultured English accent and a pleas-
ing personality. These qualifications, 
coupled with the fact that he is always 
willing to oblige a friend, make him a 
popular man in any company and augur 
his success in the future. 
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"Pap" 
NATALIE N. PAPANDRIA 
646 N. Fourth St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Freeman and 
Winston. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4. 
Wait a minute, folks! Before you read 
another word about this man, look again 
at his picture. Did you notice the deter-
mined look and pleasing appearance? We 
of the college know Ned well for he is a 
good mixer, which makes his association 
on all occasions very agreeable. Ned has 
a good engineering background. He has 
been a surveyor, and has worked on many 
engineering projects. After his gradua-
tion, we would not be wrong in calling 
him a civil engineer. We may be able to 
call him something else too. The Fourth 
of July will cease to be "Independence 
Day" for this boy. Yep, you've guessed it. 
He intends to become a husband. 
"Rosey" 
ALLEN ADDISON ROSENKRANS 
Trunnion 
5 Nassau Pl., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Track Squad; Intramural Bas-
ketball, 2, 3, 4; Class Basketball, 3, 4; 
A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Photographic Edi-
tor Year Book, 4. 
Rosey is the prodigy of East Orange 
who knows his stuff and lets everyone 
know that he knows his stuff. If anything 
is possible, then Rosey can do it, and 
being that nothing is impossible, he can 
do anything. Rosey has a shadow—his 
camera and his tripod, which follow him 
wherever he goes. Rosey might be called 
the Steinmetz of the class, the Edison of 
the Electricity Lab., because of his dex-
terity and well-versed skill in anything per-
taining to electricity. To Allen goes the 
best wishes of success from the class. 
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"Al" 
ALFRED J. SAUERBORN 
ΦΣΩ 
 
104 Niagara St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Krebs Color & 
Pigment Co. 
Activities: Varsity Track, 1  , 2; Intermural 
Basketball Manager, 2; Photo Club, 
1 , 2; Discussion Club, 1 ; Student 
Council, 3, 4; Varsity Basketball Man-
ager, 3, 4; Technician, 3; Soph Hop 
Committee, 2; Chemical Society, 1 , 
2, 3, 4; Glee Club, 1 , 2; Class Bas-
ketball, 1 , 2, 3. 
AI, the boy with the perpetual smile, 
the gentleman and the scholar. Has Al 
got initiative? Don't ask, just take a 
glance at the above activities and all you 
can exclaim is "Hot Tau". Al is one fel-
low who will never be forgotten, by any 
one who should meet him, because of his 
easy going manner and his disarming 
smile. We wonder if the fairer sex have 
realized the many assets of our Al; if they 
haven't its their loss, not Al's. A disposi-
tion such as Al possesses can only be nat-
ural and not acquired, therefore, we with 
a twinge of jealousy compliment Al. The 
class hopes that Al may continue to ac-




MELVIN R. SCHROEDER 
Trunnion 
84 N. Seventeenth St., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Activities: N. T. S. F. 
Seems as if Mel is making a habit in 
graduation, no matter what he undertakes 
he's determined to make the grade or 
die in the attempt. The only fault of Mel 
in trying to graduate, was coming to 
classes and doing whatever classwork was 
assigned, but strange as it seems, Mel 
was one of the first to have the work com-
pleted. 
For several months Mel was hiding 
something from his fellow classmates, al-
though he was in the midst of any con-
versation regarding matrimonial affairs. 
One day, it was learned, he had made his 
first step in the so-called institution of 
marriage by presenting some fair and 
concealed person the elaborate band. 
Loads of success to Mel. 
"Scriv" 
WALTER A. SCRIVENS 
180 Poplar Ave., Hackensack, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 3, 4; Glider Club, 
1, 2, 3, 4. 
"Who wants to buy a slide rule?" This 
familiar greeting can only issue from the 
lips of Scrivens, one of our industri-
ous civil engineers. While Scrivy may not 
astound the intellectual world with his 
knowledge of structures, he has shown 
considerable ability in design work. 
Whenever the class is faced with such un-
familiar terms as lag screw, purlin, etc., 
Scrivens usually provides the definition. 
Of Scrivy's social life the class knows 
nothing, but suspect plenty. The failure 
of Scrivens to attend the social functions 
of the college indicates that he is essen-
tially a home man, that is, her home. 
Which only proves that all structures and 
no play would make Scriv. a dull engineer. 
"Selk" 
WALTER E. SELKINGHAUS 
ΑΚΠ  
88 Spring Valley Ave., River Edge, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Glider Club, 2, 3, 4; A. S. M. 
E., 2, 3, 4; Class Basketball, 4. 
We have yet to see anything that can 
"stop" Selk for more than a short time. 
This lad is the original trouble-shooter 
himself, as anyone who has worked in the 
Mech. Lab. can testify. Still, no one can 
justly accuse Selk of worrying the gray 
matter, for he spends less time on his 
work than any of us. What is this great 
secret you're holding from us, Selk? Seri-
ously, though, this lad has the makings of 
an engineer. Capable, a good talker, a 
quick thinker, and a go-getter; if these 
are not the virtues of a good engineer 





5 E. Pleasant Ave., Maywood, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Columbian Laun-
dry, Newark, N. J. 
Activities: Photo Club, 1 , 2; A. S. M. E., 
1 , 2, 3, 4; Glider Club, 1 , 2, 3, 4; 
College Forum, 1 , 2. 
Max came to N. C. E. to learn to be 
an aviator, and ended by becoming a 
aundryman. Such luck! But nothing seems 
to bother him, and he has apparently 
accepted this verdict of fate with a phil-
Dsopher's cheerfulness. In this he is for-
tunate because he also works under the 
handicap of a daily drive from Paterson, 
meaning that he arrives after nine four 
mornings out of five. But, be quizzes ever 
so many, be reports ever so late Max al-
ways manages to find time for the sunny 
side of life. Every man in the class likes 
Max because of his cheerful nature, and 
every one wishes him the best of luck. 
"Bud" 
SAMUEL L. SHAW 
ΑΚΠ  
162 Brookwood St., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Freshman Reception Commit-
tee, 2; Chairman Sophomore Hop, 
2; Junior Prom Committee, 3; Ex-
change Editor of the Technician, 3; 
Junior Smoker Committee, 3; A. S. 
M. E., 2, 3, 4. 
To look at this picture you would never 
think that some female could go daffy 
over Bud, but there is some sweet some-
one in Newark that thinks that Bud is 
God's gift to women (whatta gift!). Bud 
works so hard at school work that he has 
to keep his hair cut short in order to keep 
that additional weight off his brain. Bud 
has all the qualifications of an engineer; 
he is neat, fastidious, well liked, and a 
plugger. So, good luck to you, Bud, and 
may you plug your way to success in 
everything you attempt. 
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"Nick" "Slats" 
NICHOLAS T. SLATTERY 
60 Halsey St., Newark, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering; Consolidated Prod-
ucts Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Tech-
nician, 3. 
Nick may well be termed the helpful 
Henry of the Mech. Lab. for he is always 
willing to give the non-mechanicals a 
helpful hand when they are in that lab. 
Slats has a keen sense of humor, his laugh-
ter can always be heard issuing forth 
from the locker room during lunch per-
iods. In fact, even when he gets real 
serious or seemingly so, he is really bluff-
ing the other fellow along. However, 
Nick can be serious when there is some 
work to do. You can be sure, too, that 
Nick will get along anywhere, just as he 
has with his classmates here at N. C. E. 
"Charley" 
CHARLES N. STOBER 
ΒΑΘ 
Mt. Tabor, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Year Book, 4. 
Ever hear of a place called Mt. Tabor? 
Neither had anyone else until, down from 
the wilds of Morris County, came Stober 
to add another spot on N. C. Es. map of 
New Jersey. We have since learned that 
the town lies right on the Lackawanna 
R. R., and Charlie used to play with the 
trains as they went through his front yard. 
Being a quiet person, Charlie did not be-
come acquainted with many of his class-
mates, but those that did know him will 
remember his ready smile and cheery re-
marks. Personality, if nothing else, will 
carry Charlie far toward success. 
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"Carm" 
CARMEN D. STROHL 
ΦΣΩ 
113 Magie Ave., Roselle Park, N. J. 
Course: Chemical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: United Color & 
Pigment Company, Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Forum, 1, 2; Glee Club, 1 , 2; 
Photo Club, 1 , 2; Junior Smoker 
Committee, 3; Chemical Society, 
2, 3. 
The future may be predicted only from 
the past. Hence, Carmen cannot fail to 
succeed. He is not only a competent en-
gineering technician, but a creative 
thinker capable of success in many other 
professions besides chemistry. Not only 
has he mastered his own economical situ-
ation, but he has taken care of many other 
affairs also. The smooth efficacy with 
which the chemical section operated on 
Visitors' Day bears mute testimony to his 
managerial ability. Therefore, after con-
sidering these many and varied assets of 
Carmen's, we are forced to the conclusion 
that it is very probable that his success 




WALLACE W. STULTS 
R. F. D. No. 3, Cranbury, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Singer Manufac-
turing Co., Elizabethport. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Rifle Club 
Treasurer, 3. 
Wally is a strapping young farmer who 
has forsaken the occupation of his fathers 
to become an engineer. We are glad he 
did, because he has been a welcome 
member of our class. His slow smile and 
courteous behavior have made him well 
liked by all his classmates in spite of his 
tendency for writing reports in red and 
purple inks. But do not think that be-
cause Wally comes from Cranbury and 
uses colored inks that he is a "course 
grabber". Far from it. He has succeed-
ed in making himself a prominent social 
figure. Wally, if you become as prom-
inent in engineering, you will be a success. 
"Chappy" "Al" 
ALBERT W. ULLMAN 
50 Jefferson Ave., Totowa Boro, N. J. 
Course: Civil Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering, and The Tariff 
Bureau. 
Activities: Baseball, 1 , 2; Football, 1 , 2; 
Interclass Basketball, 1 , 2, 3; Varsity 
Basketball, 2; A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Did you ever hear of Totowa Boro? 
To see Albert, it is the home town of a 
modern Apollo, for Al is built along those 
lines. Besides having a fine physique and 
good looks, Al may righteously boast of 
his prowess as a basketball player, of his 
proficiency in mathematics, and of his 
ability as an artist. Al would most cer-
tainly have been active to a greater ex-
tent in the extra-curricular activities 
about the college had it not been for his 
daily commuting, his outside sports and 
the fair sex. Genial, friendly, helpful, am-
bitious, Al is indeed a true friend who is 
liked by all. Here's to success which will 
surely be yours, Al. 
"Whitey" "Van" 
LAWRENCE W. VAN ZILE 
I46 Van Nostrand Ave., Jersey City, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Coperative Concerns: Public Service, 
Gould and Eberhardt, Newark Col-
lege of Engineering. 
Activities: A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4; Freshman 
Rules Committee, 2; Interclass Foot-
ball, 1, 2; Interclass Baseball, 1, 2: 
Manager Intermural Basketball, 2; 
Interclass Basketball, 1 , 2; Intermural 
Basketball, 1 , 2, 3, 4; Varsity Basket-
ball, 1 , 2, 3, 4; A. A. Council, 2, 3, 4; 
Radio Club, 1. 
If all the world is a stage, then "Van" 
must be the property man. If you doubt 
this broad statement, just try to catch him 
unprepared. Ask him for some informa-
tion and before your very eyes he draws 
from his brief case reference books of 
all descriptions, as well as drawing board, 
T-square, drawing instruments, machine 
tools, and many other articles so essential 
to an engineer. "Van" is an ideal type of 
a practical man. Being more inclined to 
laboratory work, he conducts himself with 
an air of assurance and performs experi-
ments with a deftness and precision which 
would be commendable to a master. 
While the school mourns the loss of a 
varsity man, the class joins voices in wish-




ERIC C. WHALBERG 
Front St., Scotch Plains, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Newark College 
of Engineering. 
Activities: Baseball, 1 , 2; Football, 1 , 2; 
Interclass Basketball, 1 , 2, 3, 4; Glider 
Club, 1 ; A. I. E. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Eric is one of those slow moving people 
who get a lot done. In the entire four 
years during which he frequented the 
campus of N. C. E. he has never been 
known to be in a hurry, yet we now find 
him successfully completing a college 
career. He was not a course grabber, 
but he always had good grades; and he 
certainly does not look like an athlete, 
yet he has always been one of the shining 
stars among the many famous basketball 
stars of our class. Those of us who ride 
the Jersey Central know that there is one 
more activity in which Eric excells. She 
is not bad looking, either. 
"Wilky" 
GEORGE D. WILKINSON, JR. 
ΑΚΠ 
Trunnion 
Oceanport, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Western Electric 
Company; Newark College of Engi-
neering. 
Activities: Glee Club, 1 , 2, 3; Radio Club, 
1 ; Press Board, 1 ; Student Council, 
1 , 3; A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Class 
Vice-President, 1 ; Class Secretary, 
2; Class President, 3; Discussion 
Forum, 1 , 2; President Glee Club, 
2; Interclass Basketball, 	1 , 2, 3; 
Senior Editor of Year Book, 4; Cap 
and Gown Committee, 4; Class Nu-
merals, 2; Intramural Letter, 3; Stu-
dent Relation Committee, 3. 
No, he is not Hollywood's latest find, 
he is actually a senior. What a real sen-
ior he is. He is sympathetic, resourceful, 
a wise counsellor, and an indefatigable 
worker. He has a mind of such keenness 
and balance that he will arrive at a cor-
rect decision before others with identical 
facts have barely started. His courtesy 
and consideration for the viewpoint of 
others is singularly fine. He is democratic 
and easily approachable, even when busy. 
He is admired by all because he admires 
others and is interested in them. 
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"Jack" 
JOHN G. WOEHLING 
ΒΑΘ 
Trunnion 
214 Rutledge Ave., East Orange, N. J. 
Course: Electrical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Newark College 
of Engineering, Gould and Eber-
hardt. 
Activities: President A. I. E. E., 4; Vice-
President A. I. E. E., 3; Secretary, A. 
I. E. E., 2; Business Manager of the 
Year Book; Student Council, 4; Jun-
ior Prom Committee, 3; Sophomore 
Hop Committee, 2; Technician, 3; 
Class Basketball, 1, 2, 3; Discussion 
Forum, 1, 2; Class Executive, 1, 2; 
Glee Club, 1 , 2; Photo Club, 1 , 2. 
Most year book writings more than do 
justice to their subjects, but this cannot 
be done for Jack. Besides being an ace 
scholar, he is known as a true pal among 
pals. Jack has been a factor in East 
Orange social life even while attending 
all the college social functions. Even col-
lege intra-mural basketball has occupied 
the attention of this versatile chap. His 
personality is so engaging, simple, and 
cneery that our memories of him will re-
main long after this class is scattered. 
"Woody" "Bill" 
WILLIAM G. WOODCOCK, JR. 
62 Quincy Ave., Arlington, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concerns: Gould & Eber-
hardt, Newark College of Engineer-
ing. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Athletic 
Council, 2; Track, 1 ; Intermural Foot-
ball, 1, 2; Intermural Track, 1; Intra-
mural Football, 1, 2; Intramural Base-
ball, 1, 2. 
A Kearny High School alumnus appears 
upon the scene and a most excellent fel-
low is he. Yes, Bill comes from the wilds 
of that wide spreading town rising on the 
opposite side of the Passaic. A willing-
ness to serve, a broad sense of humor, 
and a scientifically inclined mind. Put 
them together and you have a fair idea 
of Bill. Another friend like him would be 
hard to find and we who have been asso-
ciated with him wish him all the happi-
ness and success that his four years of 





850 Belmont Ave., North Haledon, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: Richardson Engi-
neering Co. 
Activities: A. S. C. E., 2, 3, 4. 
Bob may be considered N. C. E.'s most 
distant acquisition. Previous to his en-
trance to college he and the "Mrs." were 
on a cross-country tour and strayed as 
far as California. Bob started with us 
one week late, and escaped the "fresh-
man" reception because he looked so 
solemn and conscientious that the Sopho-
mores thought he was a Senior. After his 
belated start he got down to work and 
excelled in the practical arts and is a 
success in his chosen profession. Good 
luck to you, Bob! 
"Dave" 
DAVID E. ZELIFF 
ΑΚΠ 
21 Quincy Ave., Arlington, N. J. 
Course: Mechanical Engineering. 
Cooperative Concern: The Clark Thread 
Co. 
Activities: A. S. M. E., 2, 3, 4; Glee Club, 
1 , 2, 3; Glider Club, 1 , 2; Intermural 
Basketball, 1 , 2, 3; Wrestling Club, 
1, 2, 3, 4; Liberal Club, 4. 
The nightly efforts of the studious 
young fellow pictured above have earned 
for him the title of "Course Grab. 
ber". He is much embarrassed to think 
that he should deserve such an appella. 
tion, and to cover his actions he calk 
everyone else by the same name. We 
feel sure that upon his graduation the co. 
ordination classes will miss the heatec 
arguments Dave always strikes up or 
idealistic subjects. He claims to be ar 
"Iron Man," but his best friends hint that 
he has not told everything. We have 
found that he possesses a dogged per 
sistence, and an unswerving loyalty to his 
ideals and friends. 
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JOHN E. KANE 
857 Bailey Avenue, Elizabeth, N. J. 
This is the second time that Kane has had his name entered in an N. C. E. year-
book. The first time was back in 1927 when he received the degree of Bachelor of 
Science in Mechanical Engineering. Now, after three years of twilight work, he received 
another degree, that of Bachellor of Science in Civil Engineering. Evidently John is 
preparing for anything that may come along. We wonder if he intends to study for an 
E.E. and Ch.E. also? Such a background will surely lead him to success. 
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IT'S ALL IN FUN 
Daniel Bailey "Never be thy shadow less, 
Never fail thy cheerfulness." 
Halsted Baker ''Who says little, says much." 
Robert Barclay "Still waters run deep." 
Joseph Bodjo "If silence were golden, 
I'd be a millionaire." 
Joseph Borowski ''How oft a kindly heart dwells, 
'Neath a gruff exterior." 
Marshal Breen "A little work, a little play, 
To keep us going every day." 
Franklin Clark "Good things are made up in small packages." 
Herbert Close "A friendly heart with many friends." 
James Coakley "Enjoy what you have, 
Hope for what you lack." 
Alfred Comins "I'll argue with you, 
But you're wrong." 
Frederick Coppersmith "Men of few words are the best men." 
George Danald "How great a matter 
A little fire can kindle." 
William Dandridge "He who is the busiest, is the one who is most sought." 
Andrew Dobrovitch "Zealous yet modest." 
Charles Duursema "In spring a young man's fancy 
Lightly turns to love." 
Albert Dabb "All I ask is to be let alone." 
Carl Enander "A good fellow and a sincere friend." 
Ernest Evangelista ''A pleasant manner, a cheery smile, 
The things that make one's life worth while." 
Robert Erskine "Meek and mild, gentle and beguiled." 
Kenneth Finlayson "True modesty protects a man better than his garments. 
Howard Finley "A gentleman is a rarer thing 
Than some of us think for." 
Daniel Frederick "I go my way silently and bother no one." 
Stewart Fritts "To worry little, to study less, 
Is my idea of happiness." 
William Gegenheimer "A dapper man marcelled and primped." 
Benjamin Greenberg "True merit is like a river: 
The deeper it runs the less noise it makes." 
Edward Haldeman "Handsome is as handsome does. 
He is handsome." 
William Hoffman "Am I good? Just ask me." 
Paul Hoffmann "His knowledge is easily won, 
A look at the book and it is done." 
Mortimer Hull "I'm the model of a drum major." 
Alvin Kopp "The world loves a spice of wickedness." 
Gustav Koschorreck "Easy come, easy go." 
Franklin Krumeneaux "I have no mockings or arguments, 
I witness and wait." 
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Wilbur Kupfrian "I shrink from unaccustomed glory, 
I dread the myriad voiced strain." 
Leonard Kutyniak "Oh, he was gentle, mild and virtuous." 
Charles Koeppel "Gentlemen, we have a master; this young man does every-
thing, can do everything, and will do everything." 
Joseph Kisch "Elegant as simplicity, and as warm as ecstacy." 
Miles Kunz ''Time I dare thee to discover such a man." 
George Maher "Of manners, gentle; of affections, mild; 
In wit, a man; simplicity, a child." 
Pompey Mainardi ''Thy modesty is a candle to thy merit." 
James McEwan "His deeds agree with his words." 
John Monaco "Small in stature, large in character." 
Albert Moody "Too good to be unkind." 
John Moss "Of gentle soul, to classmates a friend." 
Robert Maddison "Honor him in honest toil." 
Raymond Mutchler "And, but for himself, admits no parallel." 
Frederick Meyer "Sufficient to have stood, tho free to fall." 
John Mitchell "An honest man is the noblest work of the creator." 
Russell Neider "For the more a man knows, the more worthy he is." 
Reuben Newberger "Smooth runs the water where the brook is deep." 
Nathaniel Nudenberg "Cheered up himself with ends of verse and sayings of phil-
osophers." 
Carl Ohlson "Character is higher than intellect." 
Arthur Otto "Love is the history of woman's life; it is an episode of man's." 
Frank O'Brien "He is a man, take him for all in all." 
Albert Payne "The mildest manners with the bravest mind." 
Natal Papandrea "A soul of power, a well of lofty thought." 
Allen Rosenkrans "A man after his own heart." 
Alfred Sauerborn "He writes injuries in the dust, but kindness in marble." 
Samuel Shaw "Oh me! Love cannot be cured by herbs." 
Melvin Schroeder "He makes no friends who never made a foe." 
Carmen Strohl "For he was just the quiet kind whose nature never varies." 
Wallace Stults "Silence is one of the virtues of the wise." 
Nicholas Slattery "Devout, yet cheerful; active, yet resigned." 
Walter Selkinghaus "The most completely lost of all days is that on which one has 
not laughed." 
Monroe Seligman "My crown is in my heart, not on my head." 
Walter Scrivens "There is a reward for faithful silence." 
Charles Stober "Wisely and slowly they stumble who run fast." 
Albert Ullman "The laborer is worthy of his reward." 
Lawrence Van Zile "Common natures pay with what they do." 
George Wilkinson "Charm us, orator, till the lion look no larger than the cat." 
John Woehling "Retire within thyself and thou will find how large a stock 
there is." 
Eric Wahlberg "Silence is more eloquent than words." 
William Woodcock "As headstrong as an allegory on the banks of the Nile." 
Robert Yahn "In other respects, the best fellow in the world." 
David Zeliff "The toils of honor dignify repose." 
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